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HISTORY AND ORGANIZATION LINKAGES

After end of therapeutic program client can come back to Point 14 
to the Aftercare Center – Sheltered Housing. If the client is 
unemployable (due to low education, no work experience, 
criminal record, chronic diseases…), he can start in Labor and 
Social Agency (operated by Center of Christian Help Plzen) as 
worker of cleaning and maintenance work.

UNIQUENESS OF CONTINUOUS THERAPEUTIC AND SOCIAL CARE
Point 14 is professionally, personally and materially linked to the 
Center of Christian Help Plzen. Point 14 provides primary 
prevention of drug addictions, contact center where people with 
addiction problems come. Those interested for the treatment are 
preferably sent to Therapeutic Community Holy Hill with regard to 
the indication. 

outreach programs and primary prevention) and in Aftercare 
Center – Sheltered Housing, in August in Therapeutic 
Community Holy Hill.
On the basis of the obligations arising from the Social Services 
Act nr.108/2006 Coll., all establishments of our organizations 
providing legal services listed are registered and authorized to 
provide social services.

CERTIFICATION AND REGISTRATION OF THE SERVICES

Certificates of proficiency (by Government Council for Drug 
Policy Coordination) were acquired in previous years by all the 
facilities suitable to apply for them with regard to the existing 
standards, due to the expiration of the first certificates earned in 
2006 it was necessary to do in 2009 re-certifications - in January 
in the Center for Consulting and Prevention of Drug Addictions 
("low threshold" services - anonymous access, "without barriers", 

Dear friends,
Some of us who are working today in Point 14 (Teen Challenge 
Plzen) and Center of Christian Help Plzen, have a personal 
experience with use of drugs. Some years ago we were in similar 
situation as those, who we are trying to help today to. We were 
saved by people, who came to us in that time. We started to 
believe that Christianity and faith in God can give a new meaning 
to our life. And it happened. Every time when we meet people who 
are drunk or under the influence of drugs on streets or clubs we 
believe, they can be helped.

We see them not only in the condition they are currently in but in 
front of our eyes are also their possibilities that they as “liberated” 
might have. We try to help because we ourselves were helped.
Personal changes occurred in our organizations last year. After 
many years resigned director “Father Founder” Gustav Cerny. 
We thank him for long term commitment, vision and love that he 
had been doing this work with.
Thank you all for your prayer, material and financial support. 
Thank you for do not lose confidence in us.
Mgr. Petr Procházka, Superintendent of United Methodist Church

In March 2010 organization Teen Challenge Plzen was 
renamed to POINT 14. ID, legal status, address, services, and 
other essentials have not changed. The change was caused 
by resignation of one of the founders and the accession of 
another founder. Point 14 works according to the principles of 
Teen Challenge Czech Republic and Teen Challenge 
International. Tradition of this work takes more than forty years in 
the world. This work includes complex help to the people with 
addiction problems and other problems that dominate their lives. 
Help is provided from first contact to aftercare. Point 14 is 
professionally, personally and materially linked to Center of 
Christian Help, which in 1991 put first shelter into operation in 
Pilsen. This organization currently provides and operates a 
therapeutic community Holy Hill, Labor and Social Agency and 
Half-Way House. Cooperation between these two organizations 
dates from 1994 when Teen Challenge association was founded 
in Pilsen, what was the first non-profit organization in Pilsen 
focused on addictions and other socially undesirable issues. 
Continuous and comprehensive system of services was built 
through many years of work, which due to cohesion could 
become a separate organization Point 14.

Philosophy and aims of both organizations, namely Point 14 and 
Center of Christian Help Plzen, remains the same. They feel they 
are drawing from the roots of international organization Teen 
Challenge. Their purpose is to help people with primary and 
secondary damage and negative issues associated with use of 
licit and illicit drugs. Their programs can be characterized as a 
programs aimed at creating the most favorable conditions for the 
cure of clients whose lives are dominated by bad issues, mostly 
addictions. People are supported with all available means (that 
aren't inconsistent with the laws and are in accordance with the 
standards of professional competence) to become mentally 
healthy, emotionally balanced, socially integrated, physically 
functional and spiritually alive. The guiding principle is to deal not 
only with how to end the addiction (to achieve abstinence) and get 
rid of the associated negative attitudes, but also to provide 
leadership in that direction, how to develop a whole new lifestyle 
to become a free man from the destructive attitude, which is 
based on self. The starting point is the belief that this new lifestyle 
can be maintained and sustained, if life was built on a personal 
relationship with Jesus Christ.
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our workers use the time to establish contact with students, taste 
the feel in the class and find out the issues that students are 
interested in. They respond questions and needs of students, 
discuss the possibilities of solutions to bullying or other forms of 
abuse. Students are invited to a teenage club. 

 The interest in our lectures is 
considerable. This is why this service was extended for one day a 
week more. Next year there are neither personal nor space 
capacity available and this day above is to be cut off.

157 primary 
prevention lectures on 12 schools took place in 2009, 3340 
students took part in.

Primary prevention is made as interactive lectures for students in 
last grade of secondary schools and first two grades of high 
schools (aprox. age 15 to 17). It takes place in the rooms of our 
organization. Students get information about substance abuse, 
causes of addiction, myths and prejudices about substance 
abuse are torn down. Students learn how to perceive and 
describe their own feelings and how to express and defend their 
viewpoint in the group of peers, how to resist arguments and 
pressure of peers. The lectures have three topics and take place 
three times, 
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Part of the program is also drilling assertive skills. The club takes 
place on Wednesdays and Fridays in the afternoon. At the 
Wednesday meetings is given more space to building 
relationships among peers, listening to music, reading, chats and 
playing games. Friday meetings are topic or project orientated.

This club is an alternative to common way of leisure time 
spending. To its visitors is offered a background for plying games 
together, meeting peers and music projects. There are also 
offered regular meetings aimed at developing communication 
skills, increasing self-confidence, ability to deal with peer 
pressure, etc. are offered as well.

Under supervision of staff participants are actively involved in all 
activities including running the house (eg. food preparation, 
cleaning, etc.). It makes them to be responsible and autonomy. 
Group activities are community meetings, workshops, games, 
walks and devotionals.

COMMON WEEKENDS FOR CLUB VISITORS
Weekends strengthen positive relationships within the group, 
mutual tolerance, decision-making ability and consciousness of 
responsibility for oneself is enhanced. Program contents group 
activities, games, active leisure time spending, etc.

prevention lectures – students use the possibility to stay in 
the club and spend there their leisure time right after the 

100 teenagers visited the club in 2009 and the club took 
place 64 times (during holiday club only on Wednesday). 
Increasing number of teenager visitors is a consequence of 

SPECIFIC PRIMARY PREVENTION OF MISUSING DRUGS AND OF OTHER 
KINDS OF SOCIALLY UNDESIRABLE BEHAVIOR SPECIFIC PRIMARY PREVEN
TION OF MISUSING DRUGS AND OF OTHER KINDS OF SOCIALLY UNDESIRAB
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to resolve it by themselves and by their own resources. The 
general aim is to protect and to help to a juvenile who found 
himself in an acute crisis due to violence in the family, school, 
or school training, as well as due to any form of abuse and 
neglect. Short-term goal is to return the juvenile to the pre-
crisis level. Long-term goal is overall improvement in mental 
state of the juvenile, calm and resolve the situation in the 
family so that the juvenile could go back to the family and re-
engage into life.

Psychological and psychiatric assistance: 4x psychologist 
help (anxiety, social phobia …) and 2x psychiatrist help (self-
injury) was mediated. 23 parents benefited from family 
counseling in 98 sessions. 3 former visitors of our Teenager 
Club were provided counseling for single mothers in 31 
different interventions.
Phone counseling: 92 parents used the phone counseling. 
574 SMS messages were about counseling and advice on 
family and peer relationships, school results, etc. 

92 counseling phone calls were about the current situation 
of juvenile (family, school, information about hobby 
activities). Crisis Intervention: Assistance in dealing with 
urgent and emergency situations that juvenile is not able to 
deal with from his own resources. Offer of mediation and 
appropriate solution of this situation took place in 19 cases.
Personal contact: 164 interviews (length 30 – 40 min) took 
place immediately after the phone conversation and in 
Teenager Club within the activities.

EMERGENCY PHONE 420 XXX SAVE ME

PROJECT “THE LITTLE DIFFERENT WAY”
The project “The Little Different Way” is aimed at supporting girls 
and boys from socially disadvantaged or dysfunctional families. 
This project is aimed at reaching young people and offering them 
a new way of leisure, self-realization, motivation and alternative 
solution of their situation.Help is offered to students of primary, 
secondary, high or craft school, who, on the basis of information 
obtained during prevention lecture, requested a personal 
interview with the conclusion there is a need for help. The project 
responds flexibly to the needs of target group and to conclusion of 
the interview (an unfavorable social situation of the family, 
dysfunctional communication with peers or other personal 
problems as inferiority complex…). Professional help could be 
mediated if there is any suspicion of abuse or sexual abuse.

In this case we cooperate with the school, announce the problem 
at the Section of Social Matters, department of social legal 
protection of children, or arrange consultation with a 
psychologist. Financial support of regular hobby activities (sport, 
art, music, languages …) according to child´s talents and 
interests is offered to those who are living in socially 
disadvantaged or dysfunctional families or to those who have a 
low self-esteem due to poor relationships with peers. Families of 
children have to contribute financially (at least any small amount) 
to the payment of these activities due to social-educational 
reasons. It is also possible to support participation at summer or 
training camps. It is possible to provide single financial gift (e.g. 
for clothing).

cooperation in solving the drug problem and basic information 
about drugs are offered. 126 counseling e-mails were sent in 
2009.

E-MAIL – HELP
This e-mail is for students who participated in our activities in 
schools and for visitors to our website. Information about services 
and activities operated by our organization are provided,

The service was created as a response to the need of target 
group when there was a significant increase in the number of 
young people visiting the Teenager Club. A specialized worker 
is prepared to deal with crisis situations cooperating with 
adolescent, parents, offices and schools. The project aims to 
offer adequate and constructive solutions, to provide 
counseling, education and prevention and to help to young 
people not only in their difficult life situations, but also in 
everyday concerns and issues. Adolescents in crisis perceive 
their situation as urgent and they are unable 
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examinations. In case of emergency situations they receive 
assistance and transport to medical facilities. Encouragement of 
focus on client's health status includes offer of HIV testing, HBV, 
HCV and syphilis and during this testing they receive qualified 
advice aimed at reducing the impact of the use of addictive 
substances. Full hygiene and food service with a laundry option is 
provided to improve client's social status. In the contact center 
clients can take advantage of leisure activities – once a week film 
club. Offers of positive alternatives to leisure activities may help 
to motivate clients to change their lifestyle. Trends in the second 
half was scheduling also of films with educational themes and 
films with high cultural value. Interest in this service was great. 
The Film Club took place from March once a week and was 
regularly attended by about 17 clients. 6 clients regularly 
attended self-support groups.

and sanitary services (from 59 to 127). The number of tests 
for HIV, HCV, and HBV significantly increased. 39 successful 
treatment onsets were carried out. 116 tests for presence of 
metabolites of illicit substances in urine were carried out. 
Tested were mainly women recommended by social 
workers. Also the cooperation with social workers 
improved, particularly in consulting the current situation of 
the client and in searching options of further specialized 
care for the client.

complicated. Automatic dispenser helps to "cover" the time at 
which it is difficult to find in Pilsen sterile injection material 
(Saturday, Sunday, night) and when all available equipments are 
out of service. The service aims not to replace the traditional HR 
program (contact with a professional is considered as 
indispensable), but allows access to the HR material also to 
specific groups (the group of users who are not in contact to any 
available HR service for various reasons as e.g. very young 
users, experimenters, foreigners, ethnic minorities, prostitutes). 

AUTOMATIC DISPENSERS FOR INJECTION MATERIALS
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MONTH INZULIN BASIC INZULIN PLUS

February
March
April
May
June
July

August
September
Octomeber
November
December

5
26
67

101
163
171
180
197
285
211
223

1629

15
42
17
35
40
28
35
48
111
50
45

466

Contact center provides counseling for parents and loved ones of 
drug users, drug counseling, social, and health and hygiene 
services for drug users in the process of social debacle. 
Motivational training and mediation of medical care, supportive 
work with families, counseling and testing for infectious diseases 
(HIV, HEP, etc.). Much emphasis in the implementation of the 
services provided in the Contact Center is placed on client's 
motivation for treatment and the preparation and implementation 
of the treatment onset. Social situation of the clients is improved. 
Clients are motivated to obtain personal documents, social 
financial benefits and registration at employment offices. Clients 
are also encouraged to find suitable employment; Contact Center 
provides assistance at meetings on the competent offices. 
Furthermore, clients are encouraged to focus on their health 

465 clients have used the center's services in 2009 (407 
clients with a drug problem, 58 with other problems). 3354 
different contacts were realized. This is a 140% increase in 
clients compared with 2008. The number of contacts also 
increased (from 1234 to 3354). This is a 136% increase in 
realized contacts. In connection with the increase in client 
and contact numbers has increased also the number of 
services provided in the food service (from 1101 to 2939), 
h y g i e n i c  s e r v i c e s  ( o f  3 3 9  t o  8 2 6 )  

 some cases. 2 sets have been sold and dispensed: basic insulin 
basic (syringe, disinfection) and insulin plus (syringe, water, 
disinfection, ascorbic acid). Operation of this dispenser machine 
does not produce a profit. Payment covers its operation. In 
connection with the operation of a vending machine there was an 
increase of clients in other programs of our center. This fact is 
caused its location near the entrance to the center.

It is also a high risk group in terms of risk of transmission of 
infectious diseases, especially HIV. Finally, the automatic 
dispenser is an important source of information. As well on the 
sets themselves, as well as on the front of the machine, there is 
wide range of contacts to organizations providing primarily drug 
services. One of the significant goals is also the fact, that this 
machine can be an instrument of first contact with the client in

General aim is primarily to minimize the health and social harm 
associated with drug use. This is the harm on either the client 
itself or society as a whole. It also aims to provide the requested 
services (harm reduction material) immediately and without delay 
according to the needs of the client, in its natural environment. 
This service complements other preventive measures especially 
in the prevention of the HIV / AIDS infection. Intent of this service 
is the expansion of the existing supply of harm reduction (HR) 
services. The dispenser operates 24 hours a day - you can use it 
in the night hours, when access to HR material is most
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Outreach program is part of contact and consulting services. Staff 
contacts clients on open, half open and closed drug scene. The 
goal is to find and contact new clients and to build relationship that 
allows offering a range of Contact Center services. Clients are 
interviewed on their current needs and staff flexibly responds to. 
Outreach services also include collection of infectious materials 
and waste and its professional liquidation. Outreach program 
cooperates with the University Hospital in Pilsen (department for 
detoxification and short-term treatment department) and with the 
Mental Hospital Dobrany - two workers regularly engage in 
regular motivational groups there to encourage clients to long-
term treatment and to cooperate on appropriate treatment plan 
for those who are going to enter our programs. Great emphasis is 
put on professional advice (information about harm reduction, 

social counseling, health advice, etc.), and especially on 
personal contact with the client, which is after meeting with staff 
motivated to visit and use the whole range of services.Some 
clients contacted in outreach activities have not been in contact 
with any organization yet. Professional personal contact provided 
by the staff enables these clients to gain confidence in the 
services offered and to begin to draw a standard services of the 
Contact Center. Outreach services include also personal 
assistance - accompaniment. Clients use this opportunity 
especially when visiting a physician or going to a hospital. As a 
part of outreach program clients could take advantage of leisure 
activities - regular tournaments in ping - pong and football. Offers 
of positive alternatives to leisure activities may help to motivate 
clients to change their lifestyle. Interest in this activity is 
significant.

Since 2004 has this project a stable place at the department for 
the prisoners with a penalty that is usually short (first penalty) and 
is mostly connected to the criminal activity linked to drug-abuse. 
We cooperate with the special educator, psychologist and art 
therapist who choose prisoners for our program. Often prisoners 
with short-term sentence are chosen, because short-term 
sentences are often associated with drugs and addiction. The 
specificity of this prison-house is the focus on drug addict 
prisoners. For this reason prison-house invited us to participate. 
The work is carried out on two levels - group and individual. Self-
reflecting techniques are used to help the prisoners to 
understand better their feelings, orient themselves better and 
subsequently to express their feelings - e.g. via elements of art 
therapeutic approaches.

In the framework of group activities there are thematic and 
educational groups taking place mostly concerned with drug 
issues (orientation in the issue, prevention of relapsing, 
recurrence). The following week the prisoners have the 
possibility to make use of an individual talk with the workers. The 
talks are mostly concerned with what the mind of the prisoner is 
being busy, but the main theme is the actual dependency of the 
prisoner, their future and the searching for concrete and realistic 
alternatives for the fulfillment of the set goals of the prisoner. The 
goal is to prevent the recurrence of the clients in the way of a 
regular group therapy and a following individual work. What seem 
important is to keep in touch with the client after their release and 
to support them in their attempt to enter in contact with suitable 
professional institutions. 

1972 different contacts with 461 drug users were realized in 
2009. This is an 80% increase. There is also increase in 
counseling meetings. Another important part of this work is 
the work in University Hospital Pilsen (department for 
detoxification) and Mental Hospital Dobrany. In 2009, as 
partof our activities a larger number of new clients were

reached and care of our organization was offered. There was 
approximately 100% increase in clients (from the original 23 
to 47) in the prison-house Drahonice. Leisure Activities took 
place 30 times and were regularly attended by about 20 
clients.

THE PRISON-HOUSE DRAHONICE SERVICE
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In the aftercare program this period these activities were offered:
Individual therapy, counseling: takes place according 
arrangement with the client, but at least once a month. 
Group therapy: takes lace once a week within the group of 
sheltered housing; it is offered to former sheltered housing 
clients, clients who have at least 3 months abstinence and to 
aftercare clients who face here sheltered-housing clients. It is led 
by a stable pair of workers.
Family therapy and family counseling.
Social work: helping and solving of client's current social 
situation, job search assistance, communication with authorities.
Links and mediation of specialist care (psychiatrist, 
psychologist).
Hard employable clients of our aftercare program can also take 
advantage of sheltered employment in Labor and Social Agency.
Group for Women: takes place every 14 days and is intended for 
female clients of Aftercare Center, mothers and women who 
come for counseling into the Contact Center and for women with 
addiction in their family.
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In 2009 clients of sheltered housing were involved in these 
activities:
Individual therapy, counseling: takes place once a week, an 
advisor is assigned to every client during his stay. Head of 
sheltered housing is monitoring the process of aftercare of 
individual clients (interview takes place 1x per month).
Group therapy: takes place 3 times a week; once a week is large 
community meeting, once a week group of sheltered housing and 
once a week topic-oriented (meditation) group. Groups are led by 
stable pairs of workers.
Family therapy and family counseling: especially with younger 
clients and their families from Pilsen and it's surrounding.
Support and looking for solution of current family situation of the 
clients: takes place when the whole family uses the sheltered 
housing service "Crisis in the family of a former client”.
Social work: client is encouraged solve his current social 
situation. It is realized through communication with the authorities 
and creditors, assistance in setting up financial planning, etc. 
Clients who are staying in sheltered housing for some time are 
often able to solve their social situation by themselves, only by 
occasional support by any worker. 
Links and mediation of specialist care: the mediation of 
psychiatric, psychological or specialized health care.
Work therapy: cleaning common areas, rooms of clients, 
gardening, etc.
The alternative punishments (public useful works): when the 
client is sentenced to this alternative punishment, he can do this 
works in the garden or as maintenance works in the house.
Support of leisure activities - clients are led to active leisure. 
Client consults leisure activities with his counselor; 1 a month a 
ticket is paid out to him for leisure activity of choice (movies, 
swimming pool …). In 2010, we are going to develop this service.
If hard employable clients use services of sheltered housing, they 
can use sheltered employment in Labor and Social Agency.
 Attendance at religious services of United Methodist Church (or 
any other church of their choice) – clients participate in a religious 
service once a week and they have the opportunity to develop 
spiritual part of their personality and to find new friends.
Help in the Contact Centre – once a month clients are involved in 
food preparation in the contact center for its clients - this activity 
makes them to join helping other people and they also have the 
opportunity to see how their lives moved forward.

14 clients used the sheltered housing service during this 
period. This is only one client less than in 2008. The capacity 
of sheltered housing was used optimally. The length of 
aftercare takes more then one year by some clients in 2009 
again. The average client age is still relatively high - 35 years. 
4 clients have successfully completed the program in 2009 
(in 2008 they were 3 clients). Interventions in individual 
therapy and social counseling have increased. 4 groups 
took place this year (therapeutic group sheltered housing 
open to after-care clients, group for women, large 
community group and since September newly created 
mediation group for sheltered housing clients). 10 clients 
used the possibility of sheltered employment in Labor and 
Social Agency. 2 after-care clients have used the opportunity 
to do their alternative punishments (public useful works) in 
our organization. 26 clients used the After-care services 
(compared to 13 in 2008). It is therefore a very significant 
increase in the number of clients. There were 11 women and 
15 men. After-care group, individual counseling and a 
special program for victims of sexual abuse Way to Freedom 
are offered to women.
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Therapeutic Community (TC) operates in the village Litohlavy 
near the Rokycany town. There are 3 rooms for accommodation 
of clients, kitchen, dining room and lounge, one flat for worker's 
family of one worker, bathroom, office rooms for workers, etc.In 
the barn building is a small body building gym and workshop. 

On the land are also portables with a large room used as a 
computer lab and where structured activities such as group 
therapy take place. There is a self-help built playground for 
leisure on the land too. TC owns four service cars.

PROJECT RESUME
TK provides residential, social integration program for men aged 
18 - 40 years with substance abuse. The program is based on the 
bio-psycho-socio-spiritual pattern of addiction – client's life 
situation and problems are perceived and handled from these 
points of view. In the protected environment of the community 
clients go through one year long, intensive program that takes 
place mostly in group. All the effective factors of TC are exploited: 
family substitution, united philosophy, therapeutic structure, the 
balance between democracy, autonomy and therapy, social 
learning through social interaction, learning through crisis, the 
therapeutic impact of all activities on the group, responsibility of 
clients for their behavior, acceptance of positive aspirations, 
confrontation, positive pressure of peers, learning to understand 
and express emotions, change negative attitude toward life in a 
positive, improving relationships with original family. Activities 
undertaken in this project are built on these principals. To its 
clients TC provides accommodation, meals, individual and group 
therapy, teaching computer  skills, art therapy, labor therapy, 
personal and crisis counseling, sports and leisure activities, 
assistance in dealing with authorities, spiritual care and 
recondition and stress stays. 

During the program, clients are familiar with the basics of 
Christian faith, they read Bible, regularly attend church services 
and Bible devotionals. Clients are led to fill the emptiness of their 
lives through personal faith and personal relationship with God 
instead of previously use of addictive substances. This is the 
basis for seeking further sense of their lives. The program is 
intensive, structured, combining psychotherapy, group activities 
and social skills training under obligations and clear rules. This 
helps clients become aware of their deeds, attitudes and their 
influence on others, learn to live within certain limits of behavior, 
understand the importance of control of their attitudes in their 
lives and accept responsibility for their actions. The project aims 
to help clients with addiction problems, to motivate them for 
treatment and mobilize their efforts to achieve the goal of 
abstinence of drugs and a healthy lifestyle. Clients can use the 
possibility to do the alternative punishment – public useful works 
in their free time in the range 1200 - 1500 hours / year.

The program is intensive,  st ructured,  combining 
psychotherapeutic effect of the group and social skills training 
under obligations and clear rules. Client receives feedback about 
his behavior, awareness of his attitudes and their influence on 
others, learns to live within social rules and limits, begins to 
control himself and takes responsibility for own actions. Clients 
are involved in the program on a voluntary basis, and whenever 
they can leave. The program lasts about 12 months and is divided 
into three phases. The length of each phase below is indicative 
only, for each client is determined according to his current 
condition and needs.The first 14 days is understood as a trial 
period, the client has the chance to learn the rules and structure of 

PROGRAM
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The first three months of the program  are 
characterized by many restrictions. The aim is to separate client 
as much as possible from his previous environment, undermine 
the system of rituals and needs, give him a chance to get rid of 
most of the past. The client has to obey all orders and rules of the 
community. Most activities, including leisure activities, take place 
mostly under control and in the group. During this phase, client 
has to undergo physical withdrawal, have to show the first change 
in behavior and dealing problems should take shape. At the end 
of this phase client usually goes through a crisis and has to 
consider again the pros and cons of stay in the program. Most 
physical symptoms subside, the feelings started to change 
towards the better, in the protected environment of the 
community he is able to live relatively well, but the program 
already seems stereotypical. Staff pays attention to this period, 
trying to show to the client the risks associated with leaving the 
program in this stage, unpreparedness and lack of roots for life 
outside the sheltered environment.

(Phase 1) 4th – 9th month of the program  is mainly 
characterized by the gradual acquisition of privileges and the 
possibility of greater contact with the environment outside the 
community. Client overcame the crisis at the end of the previous 
phase; his motivation is growing again, sees his weaknesses and 
works on them. He is gradually gaining the opportunity to go on 
separate outings, later spending 48 hours outside TC on so-
called furloughs. All these activities are still largely under the 
control of TC workers - client writes time of arrival and departure, 
must be back on time, after coming to the Centre undergoes a 
breath test for alcohol or drug test in urine, must provide receipts 
for purchased goods. He submits an application for a furlough, 
discusses potential risks with a worker, writes a report about 
furlough, and discusses the individual situations and events with 
his counselor. Relapse prevention is an important part of this 
phase.

(Phase 2 - six months)

Final months of the program  are mainly characterized 
by a strong emphasis on employment, housing and building a 
network of safe relationships outside the community. At this stage 
the client lives in a four-bed room with separate bathroom in 
another part of the TC building. He still participates in all 
mandatory activities of TC, but he is also gaining additional 
privileges of detachment from the strict supervision of the 
community. He himself arranges visits to the physician according 
to his needs and goes there, can carry a cell phone, etc.

(Phase 3)

Unless the client after graduating from TC program has nowhere 
to go, or doesn't want to come back into the original environment, 
he can use the possibility to start in the Sheltered Housing – 
Aftercare Center in Pilsen or switch to another aftercare center. 
Much time is devoted to these activities and staff helps to the 
client seamlessly move outside the protected environment of TC. 
If clients belong into the category of hard employable people (due 
to low education, short working experience, criminal records, 
chronic diseases), they can begin to work in the Labor and Social 
Agency (operated by the Center of Christian Help as another 
service) at the position of a worker of cleaning and maintenance 
work.

Topic-oriented groups - topics such as Growing through the 
Failures, Anger and Personal Rights, Obedience, Emotions, 
Family, Success, Attitudes...
Personal Study - based on identifying individual, specific short- 
and medium-term personal goals and achieving them. Topics are 
such as character qualities, responsibility, moral freedom, 
relationships with others, friendship, relationship with God, 
reading Bible, applying Bible verses in real life... 
Group therapy - biographical, thematic and interactive groups 
(Turning Point, Face to face - confrontational groups, topics 
focused on development and course of addiction, relapse 
prevention, family relationships, attitudes and value orientation, 
...).
Art therapy - uses artistic activities as a means of treatment, 
reaching the desired changes in consciousness and attitudes 
and behavior towards client´s greater autonomy and integrity.
Individual counseling - each client has a personal counselor from 
the staff, who together with the client regularly assesses the 
condition of the client and his progress in the therapeutic process.
Social work - clients are allowed to access various institutions. 
Social worker handles the registration of clients on the working 
agency, helps with the acquisition of social benefits, 
communicates with creditors (health insurance companies, 
courts, public transport companies), arranges payment 
schedule, accompanies clients to court hearings, communicates 
with Probation and Mediation Service, provides the possibility of 
doing alternative punishment (public useful works), etc.

Labor therapy - cleaning and maintenance work on the house and 
the land around the object (fence reparations, gutters painting), 
gardening, housework (cleaning, working in the kitchen, washing 
dishes, preparing food for the others of the community), working 
in a locksmith or a carpentry workshop, preparing wood for winter, 
a easy reconstruction works...
Leisure activities - they are organized and for everybody. Clients 
can use the body building gym, playground, board games, etc. 
The TC program also includes other sports and exercise activities 
(ping-pong, swimming, hiking, bicycling, etc.). Most of these 
activities clients can practice to fill their free time after graduating 
from the TC program. Clients also attend various cultural and 
educational events (museum, gallery openings...).
Recondition and stress stays - overnight stays focused on 
increasing of client´s motivation.
Spiritual care - personal interview with the pastor or staff TC, 
attendance at religious services and Bible classes.
Teaching computer skills - during their stay clients undergo basic 
user training of computer skills
Public useful works - clients can use the possibility to do the 
alternative punishment – public useful works in their free time in 
the range 1200 - 1500 hours / year (2 people).
Family therapy – counseling for family members and partners 
takes place according their schedule and interest in the days 
when they come to visit clients, through phone calls or any other 
ways.

PROGRAM ACTIVITIES
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More clients entered the TC program then last year. 
Percentage of clients who left the program prematurely 
remains in the past two years the same (up to 14 days leave 
approximately every fifth client, after this time leaves the 
program about every third client). The remaining half of the 
clients either completes the program and graduates or 
remains in treatment and goes on. In percentage the 
proportion of injecting drug users and the proportion of 
heroin users increases.Because of relatively high average 
age of the clients (30 years) their family members aren't 
interested in family therapy much, although they are offered, 
and clients aren't going to return after graduation of the 
program to their parents´ houses. Therefore, working with 
parents takes place mainly at the individual level according 
to the interests of individuals. 35 men used the services of 
TC in 2009. The long-term monitoring of user evaluation of 
effectiveness shows, that even also clients leaving before 
the completion of the program perceive improvement of 
quality of their life in many areas such as health, social 
situation, wellbeing, problem solving, addiction, etc. Eight 
clients graduated from our program during this time and 
entered into aftercare programs and to employment and 
integrated into society. Long-term Project makes positive 
results and has an important long-term impact on the lives of 
addicts - it helps to overcome addiction, to change lifestyle, 
to integrate addicts into society,  to change their risky 
behavior and reduce the problems associated with it.

In August 2009 TC again passed the certification proceeding and 
it was awarded by the certificate of professional competence for 
the next 3 years. The uniqueness of TC Holy Hill also lies in the 
fact that it is not allowed to smoke here. Clients have the 
opportunity not only eliminate dependency on drugs and alcohol, 
but also on cigarettes. TC doesn't support transformation of 
addiction on illegal substances (as heroin, crack …) for addiction 
on legal substances as cigarettes, which are acceptable to 
society. Therapeutic Community as each year participated in the 
activities of the local community - working with the village 
residents on public land cleaning.In June 2009, the organization 
applied for financial grant from the Europe Union Grant Program 
NUTS II South-west for the project "Reconstruction of the 
Therapeutic Community Holy Hill”. TC capacity will be increased 
to 20 beds, the number of square meters of residential areas will 
be increased, the barn is going to be rebuilt to a carpenter 
workshop for labor therapy, equipped with woodworking 
machines and accessories. Reconstruction will increase the level 
of social services in a modern environment. The project was 
approved in November.In May a group of volunteers arrived from 
Texas, and in October a group of volunteers arrived from 
Tennessee for a week stay in Pilsen to spend time with clients and 
to work together. Some of them had a personal or family 
experience with addiction treatment. At work and leisure activities 
they were encouraging clients and motivating them to complete 
the TC program.

Labor and Social Agency is gradually becoming a social 
company. Craftsmen and clients work together side by side. In 
2009 some contracts involved more maintenance and 
reconstruction of buildings (e.g. painting, plumbing, bricklaying, 
tiling work). Continued, however, we provided city cleaning 
services and care for urban nature, worked on archaeological 
excavations. Generated profits are returned to the company and 
used for social help to socially disadvantaged. The possibility to 
pay for work the same day as it is done is also and interesting fact 
and it is used by socially disadvantaged as homeless or 
squatters. This allows them to overcome many social problems 
caused by homelessness and helps them to find solutions to their 
problems easily. In 2009, we again improved the equipment of 
Labor and Social Agency by purchase of motor mowers and 
brush cutters, small workshop tools and eight seat van Renault 
Traffic (enables better transport of workers and clients to the 
workplace).

HALF-WAY HOUSE
This service wasn't provided in 2009.

15 clients were employed in 2009. 9 clients came from 
Therapeutic Community Holy Hill and 6 came from other 
places. Two clients were displaced to a mental hospital after 
termination of employment. Under the guidance of three 
trained plumbers and one trained painter our working 
rehabilitation significantly expanded in craft in 2009. These 
craftsmen are also skilled in bricklaying, tiling and 
plasterboard work. In addition to regular conversations 
another 74 interviews (15 - 30 minutes) were realized at work 
with clients. One month before termination of employment 
workers take more care and help to clients with finding a job 
at the open labor market. Meanwhile the search for jobs at 
the labor market is of low success. 62 people (52 men and 10 
women) asked for job-search assistance. We have helped 25 
clients in the financial distress with part-time job. This way 
one man was able to earn money for his trip back home to 
start treatment in mental hospital. We cooperated with Point 
14 organization (Teen Challenge), where people were 
addicted on drugs, and with Charities organization, where 
homeless looked for accommodation. 5 clients were 
employed in our agency thanks to the help of Working Office 

Another aim is to provide advice and assistance to persons in 
employment and social distress (assistance with job search, 
writing CV, preparing for the interview, negotiating an 
employment contract). Further Agency helps to clients with 
solving social problems or through personal assistance in dealing 
with local authorities, health insurance companies, courts, 
creditors, etc. All services provided by the Labor and Social 
Agency are free of charge. Social aspects of the Agency services 
are in talks with people - clients. A worker is always present in the 
office one hour before the start of working hours, eventually they 
can agree on an individual basis after working hours. Labor and 
Social Agency is a non-profit organization, and therefore by its 
definition it is not intended to create profit. However, it is 
appropriate to provide their services at a reasonable 
reimbursement to cover the operating costs of the organization. 

Labor and Social Agency was registered by the Regional 
Authority of the Pilsen Region, the Department of Social Affairs 
and Health on August 1, 2008. It is designed for the former clients 
of the Therapeutic Community or the clients of the Aftercare 
Center as well as for the Sheltered Housing clients, who cannot 
be employed within the open labor market. It is mostly because of 
their chronic diseases, badly disobeyed work morale, a note in 
their criminal and job record and more they do not have their 
elementary school education finished. Agency offers work 
rehabilitation in cleaning and maintenance services (e.g. 
painting, plumbing and masonry work) During this employment 
clients can gain experience in collaboration with craftsmen, get 
work experience and improve their job records or perfect their 
education which will enable them to take up usual jobs and later 
they will be able to request deletion of criminal record.

LABOR AND SOCIAL AGENCY
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DONORS DONORS DONORS DONORS DONORS DONORS DONORS DONORS
DONORS DONORS DONORS DONORS DONORS  DONORS DONORS
DONORS DONORS DONORS DONORS DONORS DONORS DONORS DONORS

DONORS

University Hospital Pilsen - Department of Psychiatry and 
Detoxification, Mental Hospital Dobřany, Public Health Watch 
Office Pilsen, MD. Ivana Bouchnerová, MD. Miroslava Synková, 
Dr. Roman Čepelák, Dr. Iva Steklova, Dr. Jiri Tyl, Association of 
Shelters, Dental Clinic of University Hospital Pilsen Lochotin, 
Naděje Plzen, Hospice of St. Lazarus, CTPP charitable society, 
Ulice civic association Pilsen, Progressive civic association, 
Pilsen boroughs offices, Teen Challenge Czech Republic, Teen 
Challenge International.

COOPERATION
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Financial costs were covered by the contribution of these 
individuals and organizations (the list is sorted alphabetically): 
Central Church of God in the USA, United Methodist Church 
Czech Republic – Board for Social Work, UMC Pilsen 3 – Husova 
street, Pilsen Regional Authority, Pilsen City Hall, Ministry of 
Labour and Social Affairs, Endowment Fund for the Social 
Activities of Pilsen Citizens, Naděje Plzen, Prima Bakery - Pilsen, 
Premysl Rzounek, Government Council for Drug Policy 
Coordination, Rina Europe Ltd., Rudolf Sestak - Bookstore U 
Prace, VIM Canada VIM, VIM Tennessee, UMC Norway, UMC 
North Texas USA, Zdenek Trnka - Optics Trnka and others. 
Thanks to all sponsors and donors.

SPONSORS AND DONORS

SPECIAL THANKS TO
Dr. Iva Steklova, MD. Ivana Bouchnerová, MD. Miroslava 
Synková, MD. Hejda, PaedDr. et Mgr. Vladimir Blazek, Mgr. 
Carolina Vodickova, Dr. Roman Cepelak, Dr. Jiri Tyl, Mgr. Filip 
Zapletal, Mr. Jaroslav Tomášek - EDISS company, Mr. Vaclav Vilt 
- VIVA electric company, Mr. Zbynek Mikudík - AGM company 
Rokycany, Ing. Arch. Martin Kondr, Mr. Vitezslav Čech, Mr. 
Vladimir Zvonař, Archaeos o.s. company, Mr. Joseph Machalíček 
- RAAPO Corporate Finance Ltd., ARISTO company.

Professional guarrantee - Jiri Blahovec, MD,

Professional guarrantee - Synkova, MD,

 graduate of 
Medical Faculty of Charles University; training: family therapy, 
SUR, SUR teacher, supervision training, certificate for 
psychotherapheutic practice, experience in the addictions field; 
Municipal Office of National Health Plzen, Alcohol-drug 
addiction office, Psychiatric institution Dobrany, recently the 
director of a private health facility.

  Zeleznicni poliklinika 

PROFESSIONAL GUARRANTEE

In 2009 Point 14 participated in the estabilishment of project 
ALFA, which is provided by Christian comunnity - church 
Nýrsko.
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AUDITOR STATEMENT AUDITOR STATEMENT AUDITOR STATEMENT AUDITOR S
TATEMENT AUDITOR STATEMENT  AUDITOR STATEMENT
AUDITOR STATEMENT AUDITOR STATEMENT AUDITOR STATEMENT AUDITOR S

AUDITOR STATEMENT

The auditor’s statement finds 
both budgets  in the accountant 
period of the year 2009 has been 

found without any important 
errors in accordance to the Act 

563/1991 Digest about Accouting 
and appropriate regulations.



REVENUES AND EXPENSES REVENUES AND EXPENSES REVENUES AND EXP
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REVENUES AND EXPENSES

POINT 14 - INCOME POINT 14  - EXPENSES
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DONORS

MPSV
RVKPP
KU
City Plzen
Social activities foundation
UMC CR direct payment
Texas, Tenneesse, Connexio
UMC Norway
Central Church of God
Employee allowances
External allowances
Client allowances

CELKEM

Consultation
and prevention

center

$29 310
$36 692
$21 013
$67 735

$2 694
$22 155

$7 812
$10 950
$47 749

$4 481
$54 414

$2 285

$257 290

After care
center

$5 280
$14 278

$9 698
$17 241

$0
$0
$0
$0

$7 274
$1 158

$0
$5 531

$60 461

Consultation
and prevention

center

0

$119 663

$33 348
$6 771
$5 825

$981
$54 154
$18 583

$149 306

$65 664
$19 992

$9 551
$5 157

$26 788
$22 155

$268 969

After
care

cente

0

$21 557

$3 127
$8 545

$269
$0

$7 476
$2 140

$42 064

$18 780
$11 191
$2 155

$0
$9 939

$0

$63 621

CAPITAL EXPENSES

OPERATING EXPENSES
    consisting of
Material expenses
Energy
Repairs and maintenance
Travel expenses
Misc. services
Misc. operating services

PERSONAL EXPENSES
    consisting of
Gross incomes
OPE (working contract)
OPE (work agreement)
Other wage expenses
Social and health insurance
UMC CR salary contribution 

NONCAPITAL EXPENSES TOTAL

DONORS

MPSV
RVKPP
KU
City Plzen
Social activities foundation
Departmen of Labor Plzen
Departmen of Labor Rokycany
UMC CZ direct payment
Texas, Tenneesse, Connexio
Central Church of God
Client allowances
Education allowances
Own budget activitiest
Job orders
External allowances

TOTAL

Therapeutic
community

$15 368
$49 332
$27 407
$51 227

$3 074
$0
$0

$41 752
$1 127

$16 000
$10 795

$3 296
$1 025

$0
$1 051

$221 454

Labour and Social
Exchange

$13 524
$0

$2 408
$19 108

$0
$39 685

$2 354
$4 714

$0
 $0
$0

$512
$11 331
$45 325

$113

$139 074

Therapeutic
community

$0

$115 834

$27 746
$7 227
$9 235

$203
$51 811
$19 612

$122 204

$29 746
$29 680

$3 099
$245

$17 682
$41 752

$238 038

CAPITAL EXPENSES

OPERATING EXPENSES
    consisting of
Material expenses
Energy
Repairs and maintenance
Travel expenses
Misc. services
Misc. operating services

PERSONAL EXPENSES
    consisting of
Gross income
OPE (working contract)
OPE (work agreement)
Other wage expenses
Social and health insurance
UMC CR salary contribution 
 

NONCAPITAL EXPENSES TOTAL

Labour and Social
Exchange

$0

$44 517

$23 655
$769

$4 124
$42

$10 855
$5 072

$86 470

$54 007
$1 409
$6 494
$2 088

$17 758
$4 714

$130 987



CONTACTS CONTACTS CONTACTS CONTACTS CONTACTS CONTACTS CONTACTS
CONTACTS CONTACTS CONTACTS CONTACTS CONTACTS  CONTACTS
CONTACTS CONTACTS CONTACTS CONTACTS CONTACTS CONTACTS CONTACTS

CONTACTS

POINT 14
Statut: Association of Legal Entities

Statutory representative: Hana Obršlíková
ID: 663 61 630

Husova 14, 301 00 Plzeň
tel.: 377 235 526, Fax: 377 223 913

e-mail: office@point14.cz
www.point14.cz

Centre for consultation and prevention
Contact Center

Outreach program
Teenager Club

Primary prevention
Husova 14, 301 00 Plzeň

tel.: 377 235 526, Fax: 377 223 913
e-mail: knyerges@point14.cz

Aftercare Center
Sušická 75, 326 00 Plzeň

tel.: 377 442 669, Fax: 377 223 913
e-mail: cerna@point14.cz

CENTER OF CHRISTIAN HELP PLZEŇ
Statut: Religious Legal Entities

Statutory representative: Hana Obršlíková
ID: 405 24 566

headquarters: Husova 14, 301 00 Plzeň
tel.: 377 235 526, Fax: 377 223 913

www.skp-plzen.cz

Therapeutic Community Holy Hill
Litohlavy 50, 337 01 Litohlavy

tel.: 377 224 320
e-mail: tk@skp-plzen.cz

Labor and Social Agency
Half-Way House

Božkovská 20, 326 00 Plzeň
tel.: 777 256 133, Fax: 377 223 913

e-mail: psa@skp-plzen.cz, dpc@skp-plzen.cz


